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This package pre-launch study is to obtain consumer
perception data of a new non-returnable soft drink package in
relation to the existing soft drink packages and to measure
the extent and direction that a package change would affect the
consumer perception of the soft drink under test.
The research consists of three focus group discussions and
a product taste test using an experimental design.
The findings reveal an unfavorable consumer reception of the
new package. The new package is perceived to be incapable to
offer any major consumer benefits over other existing packages.
Comparing this new package with its target competitor, aluminium
can, significant package effects are found in the following
dimensions: convenience, consumption occasions and closure.
That is to say the package is perceived to be less convenient,
more for in-home usage and having a poor cap. However, the use
of the new package does not seem affecting respondents' rating
of their overall liking of the soft drink.
Based on the above results, it is recommended not to launch
this new package without any package improvements and further
supporting research. In case a launch is justified in
future, it is essential to devise a communication strategy to
highlight the major consumer benefits and to reduse consumers'
inconvenience perception of the package.
3NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIALITY
All information contained in this report are strictly
confidential and some were contributed by few companies who .
do no i want to be named.
The author therefore requests the report to be kept in
the confidential file and not to be released without prior
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This resench paper is to report on a pre - launch
feasibility study for a new soft drink package . A consumer
research was devised , which aimed to investigate consumer
acceptanceof this new package and to obtain in - depth
understanding of consumer perceptions towards various soft
drink containers . The research results will help readers
better understand consumers ' motivations for various soft
drink packages , and the correlation between package type and
soft drink consumption pattern . Such information is
essential for bottling companies and bottle suppliers to make
decisions on soft drink packages and . to forecast future
packacing directions .
The Marketing Problem
A trading company specialized in supplying glass bottles
to local soft drink bottlers is now facing a business problem .
The sales of glass bottles has been declining rapidly over he
past five years . After analyzing the local soft drink market ,
it was revealed that soft drink consumptionhad been growing
at a rate of 12 . 5 percent per annum over the same period . In
terms of volume , soft drink consumptionalmost doubled , from
107 million litres in 1976 to 193 million litres in 1981 .
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In view of the declining sales , a market analysis was
conducted to identify the major factors behind the shrinking
business .
Competition
During the past five years , various types of new soft
drink packages have been launched into the market . They are :
Aluminiumcan : a light - weight metal can with rip - off1 .
top .
Tetra brik : a paper package with aluminium foil2 .
lining .
3 . Non - returnablestubby bottle : a non - returnableglass
packagewith rip - off cap .
One - litre bottle : an extra - large size of returnable4
glass bottle using spin - off closure .
Photographsof these packages can be found in Appendix II .
These new packages have quickly captured a good slice of
the soft drink packaging business and have been eroding the
market share of conventional returnable glass bottles that the
company has been supplying to most bottlers .
According to Table 1 , among all the new packages , aluminium
can penetrates into the market most aggressively, and has
capturedone - third of the total market in five years ' time .
One - litre returnable also shows promising growth while tetra
brik , though very popular in Hong Kong for herb drinks , is
still not widely used for soft drinks . This is mainly because
of its incapability to package carbonated drinks . Non -
returnable stubby bottle is the only new package which remains
3TABLE 1
SHARE OF SOFT DRINK PACKAGES BOUGHT
Percentage of Total Mentions
1977 1978 19 79 19 80 1981
Soft drink packages
most recently bought : a
Glass bottles 93 88 7888 59
Ordinary returnables 77. 71 58 57 35
One litre ' returnables 13 13 27 16 21
Non - returnable stubby 3 4 3 5 3
bottles
Tins / Cans 6 11 11 36
Paper / Tetra briksb 11 1 2 5
Source: SRH Soft Drink - Index , September1981 , p . 9 .
a
Figures are re - percentagesto show share of total
mentions.
b Only Vitasoy is included as soft drinks . Other tetra -
packed beverages are not counted here .
4insignificant and static.
The most important selling point for most of these
packages is convenience, as reflected in the following product
characteristics:
Non-returnable- Conventional glass bottles are1,
returnable and require cash deposits for taking the
bottles away from the retail premises. Additional
trips are required to return the bottles after
consumption. Non-returnable packages will save this
trouble.
Light-weight- Packages made from light-weight2
materials, such as aluminium and paper, are easy to
carry.
Convenient opening- Rip-off or spin-off cap is used.3.
opener is not required.
The only exception is one-litre returnable which
emphasizes on economy and in-home usage.
Change of Consumption Habits
With growing affluence in the past ten years, consumer life
style and spending pattern have gradually changed. Besides
price, consumer's nowadays tend to place much value on quality of
goods, comfort and convenience. people also spend more money
to enjoy their leisure. Soft drink is no more a thirst
quencher only, but a fun drink for leisure as well. As a
result, off-premise consumption increased. Take-home
consumption now only accounts for a half of total. soft drink
consumption while out-door consumption, such as on the beach,
in cinema and during transport, secures one-third of the
market. Table 2 illustrates this trend in soft drink
5
consumption locations whereas Table 3 shows the relationship
between consumption locations and package type .
TABLE 2
PLACE OF SOFT DRINK CONSUMPTION
Place of last soft drink consumption: a 19801981
50 %51 %At home
26 %17 %On - premise/ At point - of - sales
16 %16 %At place of work
8 %16 %Outdoor locations
Source : SRH Soft Drink Index , September1981 , Table 34 A .
aA djusted percentagesbased on total mentions .
TABLE 3
RELAT ION BETWEEN PLACE OF CONSUMPTION
AND PACKAGE TYPE
Place of Consumption
At Home Away From Home
L 981 1980 1981 1980
77 %57 %72 %66 %Glass bottles
67 %51 %41 %31 %Ordinary returnables
2 %1 %27 %33 %One litre returnables
8%6 %4 %Non - returnable stubby 2 %
bottles
20 %36 %27 %31 %Tins / Cans
7 %1 %3 %paper / Tetra briks
Source : SRH Soft Drink Index , September1981 , Table 34 B .
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There is an obvious correlation between package types and
consumption location. One - litre, returnables was positioned with
an economy appeal and now occupy one third of the in-home
consumption market. Aluminium can, with its convenience
attribute and a better product presentation, not only erodes
glass bottle's share of outdoor consumption but also grows
quite prominently in the home-usage segment.
Analysis of Existing Products Supplied to Bottlers
The company has been supplying conventional glass bottles
to major soft drink bottlers over the past twelve years of
business. All bottles supplied are made to customers'
specifications. No product change or modification was ever
initiated by the company.
The bottles supplied are classified as "returnable" or
"multiple-trippage". This means that the bottles are to be used
and re-used again, going in and out of the bottling factory
many Ii.mes. To facilitate the collection of empty bottles, a
"deposit system is used, which inevitably increases the
amount of efforts from consumers and trade to channel. the
bottles back to the filling lines. Complaints have been
received regarding the troubles of handling returnables. No
trade survey has been conducted locally to filid out the exact
problems. However, a study in the U.S.A. revealed the
following major problems for retailers to manage returnables:1
1. Extra labour required for bottle handling.
2. Empty bottles clustering front of store or backroom
1"The Impact of Forced Deposits", Progressive Grocer
October 1977, pp. 49- 65.
7space which in turn reduces storage area .
3 . Sanitation problem with returned bottles .
4 . Bottle breakage in handling .
5 . Interrupted checkstand operation .
For consumers , disadvantages with returnables are easily
observed : cost of paying cash deposit , trouble of paying extra
trips to return bottles and poor cooperation from retailers in
refunding deposits .
Obviously the new convenience packages are designed to
eliminate these shortcomings of returnable bottles in order to
excel them .
After studying the above analysis and realising that the
conventionalbottles were out - dating , the company was eager to
launch a non - returnable convenienceglass package for soft
drink bottlers in order to stay in business . After a brief
search for new soft drink packages, a new single - trip light -
weight bottle , named Plasti - Shield Bottle was proposed .
This packagewas introducedfive years ago in the U . S . A . by
Owens - Illinoid Glassworks and was launched in Australia in
1979 . Initial reception of Plasti - Shield bottle in both
markets was good . The importer therefore intended to study
the feasibility of selling this new bottle as a modern
conveniencepackage in the local market .
The New Package
The Package Concept
The new package has the following features :
1 . The new bottle is a one - trip non - returnable( or
called single - service bottle ) whereas the conven -
8tional bottle is a multi - trip returnable glassware
2 . The new package is a light - weight glass bottle
whilst the existing soft drink bottles are heavier .
3 . The bottle is suppliedmainly in flint glass ( i . e .
clear glass ) with spin - off closure .
4 . The bottle is made from standardizedmold but
availablein various sizes , namely 8 oz , 10 oz and
16 oz .
5 . The light - weight glass bottle is protectedby an
insulating polystyrene foam which can be used for
labelling and branding .
6 . Plastic carriers are available to secure six bottles
for easy handling in bulk purchase .
Illustrations of Plasti - Shield bottles are shown in
AppendixII .
Potential Package Benefits and Disadvantages
to Soft Drink Bottlers
From soft drink bottlers ' perspective , the following
potential benefits and disadvantages in adopting Plasti - Shield
bottles were identified .
Potential Package Benefits to Bottlers
1 . Standardizationof mold - gears in producing Plasti -
Shield bottles will result in production saving and
fast delivery . This would finally reduce working
capital for large inventory of individually brandea
custom - made bottles as the ready - to - label new bottles
can be used for all brands and require shorter order -
ing lead time .
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2 . The new packagecan . be added to the bottler ' s existing
product range or substitute existing conventional
bottles to offer additional convenience appeal to
consumers . The soft drink business is so competitive
that individual bottlers have to match competition
not only on price , flavors but also on packaging.
This can be illustrated by the Vitasoy tetra brik
example . Sales of Vitasoy increased significantly
after the introductionof the tetra brik package .
Competing brands of soft drinks lost share partly
due to the lack of any matching convenient paper
packaging.
3 . The polystyrene label will help reducing breakages
and increase safety in handling at trade and consumer
levels . The label also reduces noise level on
production lines and handling .
' . Besides acting as a strengtheningmeasure , the . label
also lends itself to printing and branding , hence
saving in - plant branding and labelling works Labels
can be changed easily to meet individual bottler ' s
needs.
5 . Bottlers can venture into new product launch
campaignswithout heavy investmentin n , : w bottles ,
mold - gears , and modificationsin bottling machinery .
The new bottle only requires changes in label printing
since the bottle size and shape are already standar -
dized .
Potential Disadvantages to Bottlers
1 . Bottlers may lose the special product identification
10
derived from the custom - designedbottles e . g . Coke ,
7 - Up.
2 . Initial investment is required for technical modifi -
cations of the bottlers ' production lines to process
the Plasti - Shield bottles .
3 . Though Plasti - Shield bottles demonstratedsome
successin the U . S . A . and Australia, local acceptanc. e
of the bottle is still unknown . Other non - returnable
glass bottles in the past did not achieve acceptance
locally . Consumers still cling to returnables and
cans.
4 . Bottlers who release non - returnable bottles may be
requested to collect used bottles for proper disposal ,
should these cause pollution problems to the
environment.
Potential Consumer Benefits and Disadvantages
Prior to conductingany research study on the Plasti -
Shield bottle , a number of consumer benefits and : disadvantages
are hypothesized, solely based on the product concept of
Plasti - Shield bottles .
Consumer Benefits
1 . Convenienceis derived from a non - returnablebottle .
Cash deposit and the returning of bottle are not
required . The bottle can be disposed of whenever
and wherever the user thinks appropriate and
convenient.
2 . With a spin top , the bottle can be opened and reclosed
easily . Bottle opener is not required . After
consumption, the empty bottle can be used for storing
11ther things. Moreover, consumption can be made
in instalments.
3. The foamy label, acting as a strengthening agent,
protects the bottle from breakage and reduces noise
level, in handling. Due to the physical properties of
polystyrene, the label also protects the hands from
extreme temperature when the soft drink is chilled.
4. The bottle is designed to be short and plum to
maximize storage space in refrigerator. Orderly
storage is easier with standardized bottles.
5. Plasti- Shield bottle is made of light- weight glass
and hence lighter to carry than conventional bottles.
6. Plastic carrier for six bottles is available to
consumers for convenient handling of bulk purchase.
Package Disadvantages to Consumers
1. Though strengthened by the foam wrap, the glass
bottle is still breakable. It may therefore be
considered unsuitable for outdoor consumption and
inconvenient to dispose of.
2. Consumers may not welcome the concept of standardized
bottle design for all brands of soft drinks. They
may feel that there are less varieties for them to
choose from.
3. Non- returnable glass bottle may not be well accepted
because such package is- perceived of higher price
due to the added bottle cost.
4. Although Plasti- Shield bottle is a light- weight glass-
ware, it is still heavier than cans and tetra briks.
12The Pre - launch Evaluation Program
Before deciding whether to launch Plasti - Shield bottle ,
a series of feasibility studies was devised , which is detailed
below:
1 . A trade survey among soft drink bottleis to obtain
their reactions towards Plasti - Shield bottle .
2 . A consumer study to test product acceptanceand to
highlight areas to improve on the bottle .
3 . A demand analysis and a sales forecast based on
findings from the above studies .
4 . A financial analysis .
Scope of Study
In view of the scale of the package pre - launch project , this
research paper was limited to the second part of the feasibi -
lity study - the consumer acceptanceresearch . The study was con -
ducted only in Hong Kong among existing soft . drink consumers aged
from fifteen to thirty - four . The selection of this group of
consumers for study is mainly due to the following reasons :
l . . This target group is the core group of soft drink
consumersin Hong Kong . They account - for more than
50 percent of the total market .
2 . This group of people are heavy consumers. More than
70 percent of them take soft drink over four times
a week in summer.
3 . These people are more receptive to new product ideas .
2
About half of them claimed to be innovators.
4 . It is extremely difficult to make sensible interviews
2 SRH Soft Drink Index , September1981 . Refer Table 13
on p . 51 for detailedfigures .
13with children under fifteen.
5. Old- aged people are likely to be infrequent drinkers
and tend to reject new ideas.
Research OL. Jectives
The purpose of this study is two- fold:
1. To provide exploratory data to understand consumer
perception of various types of soft drink packages,
consumption pattern and purchase behavior.
2. To obtain initial consumer perception of the Plasti-
Shield bottle as a soft drink container and to
measure consumer acceptance of this package.
Areas of Investigation
Specifically, the study is to investigate into the
following areas:
1. Consumer perception of. soft drinks, consumption
pattern, consumption occasions, and purchase
behavior.
2. Perceived benefits and disadvantages of various
forms of packaging, namely:
a) Conventional returnable glass bottle( 8 oz, 10 oz)
b) One litre returnable glass bottle
c) Non- returnable stubby bottle
d) Aluminium can and
e) Tetra brik.
3. Consumer reactions and perceptions of Plasti- Shield
bottle for soft drink.
4. Relative standing of Plasti- Shield bottle as
against major competitive packages, such as
aluminium- cans- and tetra briks.
14
5. Extent and direction that the introduction of





A two - phase study , consistingof an exploratoryesea . ch
and a product taste test , was devised to obtain information
as specified in Chapter I . Details of each phase of the study
are discussed in this chapter .
Exploratory Study
The objectives of the exploratory . study are sumudrised
below:
1 . To obtain in - depth understandingofconsumers'
value , perceptions, and usage patterns of soft
drinks in order to assess product - package
compatibility -
2 . To understandconsumer perceptionsof arious soft
drink packages and their relative advantages and
disadvantages.
3 . To evaluate the Plasti - Shield bottle in terms of its
perceived advantages and disadvantages as against
other forms of packages .
4 . To gather necessary informationto design the second -
phase study and the questionnaireused therein .
Three focus group interviews were conducted in March 1982
among sixteen soft . drink consumers . The research method was
chosen for its flexibility in probing into consumer psychology .
and eliciting spontaneous responses . Group dynamics also
facilitated free - Clow of opinions and unrestricted discussions . It
D
allowed moderator to observe the variables operating behind
the respondents' minds .
Each focus group discussiontook two to three hours . A
group discussion guide was used by moderator as a checklist
on discussionareas . A copy of the guide is shown in
AppendixIII .
Group composition was based on the research findings
that the core group of soft drink consumers were aged fifteen




Group 3Group 2Group 1
313sex : Male
333Female
46Age : 15 - 24
625 - 34
Total soft drink
6 . 4 6
a
consumers
aO n average , these people consume soft drink at least
once a week in summer.
Proceedings- of all the group discussionswere tape -
recorded and a content analysis was made for each focus group .
After completionof the groups , data were organ _ sed ,
3 SRH Soft Drink Index , September1981 : 49 percent of
local soft drink consumersare aged fifteen to thirty - four .
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analysed and interpreted to provide the qualitative information
reported in Chapter III .
Product Taste Test
The objective of the product taste test is to measure
the extent and direction of the total package effect of
Plasti - Shield bottle on consumer perceptions of the soft
drink under test . This , in turn , enables making inferences
of consumer acceptance of Plasti - Shield containers .
Dependent Variables
The dependent variables are the consumer perceptions of
soft drink on various product dimensions which were
established from the exploratory study . The selection of
these product dimensionswas based on either or both of the
following two factors :
1 . The significanceof the product dimension in the
purchase decision .
2 . The relevance of the product dimension to packaging .
The selected dimensions therefore reflect product
presentation, user ' s identification, package utilities , and
both physical and psychologicalqualities of the soft drink .
Independent Variables
The dependentvariables , i . e . consumerperceptionsof the
soft drink under test , are subject to the influences of many
independent variables . These independent variables include
the soft drink itself , the package , the brand name , sex and
age of the consumerand many others . since the major
objective of this research is to identify the package effect
on consumer perceptionsof the soft drink tested , other
18independent variables should be kept under control
To do this, one single product under the same brand name
was used in the product test, namely Coca Cola. The order of
trying the soft drinks were randomized to reduce any possible
order effects. Tasting conditions and soft drink temperature
were maintained constant throughout the test. Target respon-
dents were assigned randomly to the product taste test to eli-
minate possible effects introduced by individual respondent
characteristics.
However, consumers' age and sex are-still treated as an
independent variable since past research4 suggested some cor-
relations between consumers' innovativeness and their sex and
age characteristics.
For the packaging variable, two packages were selected,
namely the Plasti-Shield bottle and the two-piece aluminium
can. The former is the new package proposed while the latter
represents its target competitor.
Constraints
The soft drinks required for the product taste test imposed
a serious constraint on the experimental design. The Plasti-
Shield Coke was not yet available in Hong Kong although the two-
piece aluminium-can Coke was already in the local market for
sometime. For implementing the experiment, Plasti-Shield Coke
was imported from Australia through the assistance of a local
bottle importer. However, this importer had difficulty in
obtaining Australian aluminium-can Coke in time for the product
4E.M. Rogers, and D.J. Stanfield, Adoption and Diffusion
of New Products: Emerging Generalizations and Hypotheses, parer
presented at the Conference on the Application of Sciences to
marketing Management, Purdue University, 1966.
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taste test. Hence, local aluminium-can Coke had to be used to
compare with Australian Plasti-Shield Coke.
Although the Coke made in -iiong Kong and Australia is under
the same franchise, the soft drink origin may create a real
difference in, taste,, and hence possibly product perception.
This has to be catered for in the experimental design and
should be treated as an independent variable in the experiment.
Assumptions
Two major assumptions were made in the experimental design:
1. The combined effects of the independent variables on
the consumer perceptions of soft drink were additive.
2. The interaction effect between the package and the Coke
origin was insignificant, i.e. package effect was
independent of the Coke origin.
These two assumptions form the basis of the experimental
design discussed in the subsequent sections of this Chapter.
The second assumption was necessary because Plasti-Shield Coke
was-not yet available in Hong Kong as mentioned in the last
section.
Hypotheses
The null hypotheses were that the independent variables,
namely package, the Coke origin, and consumers' age and sex,
had no significant effect on the consumer perception of soft
drink on each of the product dimensions.
The alternate hypotheses were that these inc:.ependent




The target respondents for the product taste test were the
same as the exploratory.study, i..e. adults aged fifteen to
thirty-four...
Dependent variables for the experiment were the consumer
perceptions' of the soft drink on various product dimensions.
The independent variables were:
1. Package- Plasti-Shield bottle and aluminium can
2. Coke origin- Australia and local
3. Sex --male and female and
4. Age- young (age of. f if teen to twenty-four) and
old (age of twenty-five to thirty-four).
The test involved respondents to try two bottles of Coca
Cola either under a blind taste test situation or an open
taste test condition as designated by the interviewer.
In the blind taste test situation, respondents were asked
to take, in turn, Australian Coke and local Coke contained in
two transparent glasses. No brand name and Coke origin were
revealed to the participants. Respondents were only told to
try two different cola soft drinks and give their ratings on
the products after tasting.
In the open taste test, respondents were told to try two
Coca Cola soft drinks and that one of them was a new blend of
cola flavor from the Coca Cola Company. The Coke origin was
not disclosed. Soft drinks were served in their original
packages- the Plasti-Shield bottle and the aluminium can.
With this design, only two independent variables, namely
the package and the Coke origin, were effective in the open
taste test. So, the test results should represent the combined
21
effect of the package and the coke origin. In the blind taste
test, the Coke origin was the only independent variable. Thus,
the Coke origin effect could be singled out and measured.
If from the blind taste test it was concluded that there
was no coke origin effect, then any difference in consumer per-
ceptions of the two Cokes discovered from the open taste test
would be solely due to packaging. This refers to the assumptions
that the combined effect of the package and the Coke origin is
additive and independent of each other. These assumptions also
make it possible to-isolate the package effect from the open
taste test in case the blind. taste test reveals a significant
difference in consumer perceptions owing t..:, the Coke origin.
Table 5 below shows the combination of the product and
package used in the blind open taste tests and the coded
designations' of each combination.
TABLE 5
COMBINATION OF TEST VAR IABLES







The field work was conducted in early April 1982.
Table 6 shows the number of respondents who undertook the
product taste test.
A tourist bus was rented as a m:.L.)ile hall for product
22TABLE 6













taste test . The interior of the bus was restructuredfor
research purposes . The mobile hall was parked at two central
locations for recruiting various walks of people as
respondents.
Each respondent was requested either to undergo the
blind taste test or the open taste test as designatedby the
interviewer. Respondentshad to taste two soft drinks , eith r
packed or unpacked, dependingon the test requiremei: ts . The
tasting sequence of the two soft drinks were randomizedso as
to eliminate . any possible sequence effect . Respondentswere
requested to drink water between servings of the two soft
drinks .
After each drink , a personal interview was conducted to
obtain respondent' s opinions regarding his / her impression on
the soft drink . In the open taste test , respondentswere
23
requested to rate the soft drink tasted on thirteen










9 . Attractiveness- of package
10 . Convenience
11 . Seal / Closure
12 . Modern and
13 . Overall liking .
In the blind taste test , ratings on the packages were
not required . Hence , items 8 to 12 were skipped .
After trying both products , respondentswere asked to
express their preference of the soft drinks tasted , and also
the packages in the case of an open taste test . Classification
data were obtained at the end of the interview . A copy of the
questionnairefor the product taste test is sly own in
AppendixIV .
Data Analysis NMc Lhod
As mentioned in the section Constraints earlier in this
chapter , Australian aluminium - can Coke and local Plasti - Shield
Coke were not available for the test . This made it impossible
to use a complete factorial design . Two alternatives were
24available for the data analysis : 24
1 . t - test for differencebetween two means and
2 . t - test with paired comparison.
The paired comparison method was considered more powerful
in identifying any significant difference between two
populations . Therefore a paired comparison t - test was applied
to all the ratings obtained in the open taste test and those
from the blind taste test .
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CHAPTERI I I
FINDINGS FROM THE EXPLORATORYSTUDY
Consumer Perception of Packaging Materials
Respondents tended to classify soft drink packages by the
raw materials that they . were made from , namely glass , metal
and paper .
A comparison of - how respondents perceive different
packagingmaterials for soft drink , as shown in Table 7 , helped
to explain why some packages were liked better than others .
TABLE 7
A COMPARISONOF GLASS , METAL AND PAPER
AS SOFT DRINK PACKAGING MATERIALS
PaperMetalGass
May break ifPhysical Non - breakableFragile
handled ruggedlyQualities
Breakable








Unsafe for Easy to handle/ Light to carryConvenience
rugged carryQualities
handling








Protection Good preser- Poor preser-Good preser-
vation ofvation ofvation of
carbonationcarbonationcarboriation
May rust andAble to keep
cause contami-food and















lar user image Energetic
conveyed
27Returnable vs Non - returnable
Glass Bottles
The concept of tenon - returnable . container was welcome by
consumers because it connoted convenience, such as saving a trip
to return the container and the trouble of paying cash deposits .
However , non - returnable glass bottle was a different issue .
Glass was perceived to be fragile , unsafe , inconvenient, diffi -
cult to dispose of and to handle . To consumers, non - returnable
glass bottle was a mismatch - marrying the two incongruous
concepts together . As a result , people saw no suitable use for
non - returnableglass bottle . This can be illustrated by a
respondent' s comment obtained from Focus Group 2 :
I will not think of buying non - returnable( glass bottled )
soft drinks for outdoor occasions. Nor do I prefer it
for in - house consumption. For picnics and outdoor
activities , I would rather purchase canned drinks . . .
easier to dispose of . For indoor , I would prefer
returnables, if not any of the conveniencepacks , . . .
I do not need to think about how to disposethem . . .
naturally , return them to the stores .
Non - returnable glass container also posed a problem on
perceived price and value . In general , consumers felt that glass
was a valuable material . Further , due to current cash deposit
practice in the trade , consumers had been educated that a
returnable bottle was worth twenty cents . Therefore , they per -
ceived the soft drinks packed in non - returnable glass - bottles
as being over - priced , and that the bottle cost had been trans -
ferred to them . To consumers, the empty bottles were of no
use but only occupied space .
on the other hand , consumersdid not like throwing empty
bottles away as this was tenta : nount to throwing money away .
In conclusion, the concept of non - returnable glass bottle
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was poorly received , the major reasons being that :
1 . Existing non - returnable glass bottle did not offer
any salient consumer benefits over other types of
packages . Not only that it was not comparableto
cans and tetra briks in terms of convenience, but
it might not even be at par with its returnable
counterpart. Being non - returnable and breakable , it
presented consumers with a problem in finding an
appropriate way to dispose of it , particularly after
off - premise consumptions. In the case of returnable,
respondents consoled themselves that returning bottles
to retailers was a convenientway to get rid of the
bottles . Moreover , they would receive the twenty cents
deposit refund per bottle .
2 . Non - returnablebottles were perceivedas over - priced .
Since it did not offer any additional* co nsumer
benefits , it was perceivedto be of poor value for
Consumer Perception of Existing Soft Drink Packages
Both the returnable bottles and the existing convenience
packages are discussed in this section .
Conventional Returnable Bottles
Conventional returnable bottle exhibited the same dis -
advantagesby being a glassware- heavy - weight , easy breakage ,
disposal difficulty and inconvenience for carrying . The
package was often used for on - premise consumption, such as at
retail stores , in restaurants, and during banquets .
• Compared with other packages , the conventional bottle
still had some advantages though its image had been seriously
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affected by its inconvenience demerits . Consumers perceived it
hygienic and the contents factory - fresh and pure . Probably
because of convention and the frequent usage of the bottle in
banquets , consumers thought that it was the proper container
for serving drinks on formal occasions . It was considered more
presentable and graceful than cans and tetra briks which were
viewed as only suitable for casual and personal consumption.
It is better to serve carbonated drinks in traditional .
bottles to guests . Make me feel it is more . graceful .
- From Group 3
Drinks in ( conventional) glass bottle give an elegant
and graceful look . Glass is more expensive .
- From Group 3
( Traditional) glass bottle is a natural and proper
container to serve drinks , particularly at dinner .
- From Group 1
One - litre Returnable Bottles
One - litre returnable. was strongly associatE' d with in - home
family consumption and for entertaining friends in a casual
environment. It was not appropriate for guests nor for formal
occasions since the sharing of soft drinks from a litre
bottle suggested close relationships among the sharers .
The major strength of litre botL ie lied in its economy ,
perceivedgood value for money and , to a less extent ,
convenience( i . e . one bottle for all ) .
The spin - off cap design was also well liked for it made
reclosure possible . However , there were complaints about the
cap leaking carbonation .
Being a returnable in this case did not annoy consumers
so much as conventionalbottles , since the soft drink was
usually consumed in instalments. - Moreover , people liked its
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l a r g e  s i z e  and r e - c l o s in g  qua l i t y .  Some p e op l e e v e n used i i  
f o r  s t o r g e  wa t e r  a t  home.
T o t r a  Br i k s
T h o u g h  t e t r a  br i k  h ad a shor t  h i s t o r y  i n  t h e  m arke t ,  i t  
a l r e a d y  en j oyed  many c omp l i me n t s .  Mo s t  r e s penments v i ewed 
l e t r a  b r i k s  po s i t i v e l y  and c o n t e nded t h a t  i t  o f f e r e d nuinar i ous 
benef i t s  t o  c o nsumers:
1 . I t was l i g h t - w e i g h t , o f  s m a l l  s i z e a n d  t h e r e f o r e  e asy 
t o c a r r y  and  g o o d  f o r  o u td o o r  c o n sump t i o n .
2 . Unl i ke g l a s s o r  m e t a l  c a n , i t  was e a s y  t o  d i s p o s e  
o f  w i t h o ut caus in g  any ec o l o g i c ala l  p rob lem .
3 . I t  was easy  t o s t o r e .  T e t r a  br ik s  couldd b e  s ta ck ed  
t o g o the r  and o c c u p i e d l i t t l e  sp a c e .
4 . I t  wasi c on v e n i e n t  t o  hand le  and p r e s e nt e d  a n i c e and 
neat  way o f  consuming  the  dr i n k  by i n s e r t i n g  a s t raw  
i nt o  the pack.
5 . Of t e n  w i t h  a da te  s tamped or  the   pack ,  i t  f u r t he r 
a d d e d  t o  c o n s u m e r 's  c o n f i d e n c e  i n  the s h e l f - l i f e  o f  
th e  d r in k .
T e t r a  b r i k  a lso s uf f e r e d f r om f e w mino r  d e m e r i t s . . The 
major c r i t c ism  was i t s  in ca p a b i l i t y  o f  packag in g  c a r b o n a t e d 
d r i nks. Fur t h e r  i t  wo ul d  be  d i f f i c u l t  t o  open  the  pack when 
s t r aws were l o s t  o r  d e s t r o y e d .  Embarra s s e ment  a l so came from 
s p i l i n g  w hen c o n s u m e r  c a r e l e s s l y p r e s s e d  th e  pack dur in g  
consum pt ion . L a s t l y ,  t e t r a  b r i k  was pe r e c i v e d  t o be l e s s  
ea sy t o  co o l  a nd l ess f r e s h .
In  t e rms o f  c o nsum er  im age , t e t r a  b r i k   was s e e n  mor e s u i t ­
a b l e  .to r  l adi es and child r e n .  T h i s  i s  p r o b a b ly  due t o  i t s  sm a l l  
size impression (o ( 250 m l . ) and  t h e  s u g g e s s t e d  l a d y  l i k e  wa y  o f
31drinking , that is , by straw insertion .
Perhaps due to its prominent convenience benefits , tetra
brik was considered ideal for outdoor consumption , particularly
in transit , such as on the street , on ferries or in
automobiles .
Aluminium Cans
Contrary ' to tetra brik , aluminiumcan seemed to appeal
more to men and young adults . The psychologybehind the
masculine and energetic image , ( which is described in Chinese
as is summarisedbelow :
豪 氣 满 灑 ）
1 . The pulling - off of the strap was viewed as a
masculine action .
2 . The metallic tearing sound further communicated
energy and masculinity while the fizzy sound
of the soft drink coming out of the can added
excitements .
3 . Having emptied the can , some people liled to squeeze
the can with their hands - a way for men to show off
their strength and energy .
Physically , aluminium can was of light - weight and cooled
fast . It was consideredeasy to open , conveniento carry
and to dispose of . The metallic color finish was also very
much liked .
It had few disadvantages. Female respondents often found
the size too large for them . There were worries about the
abrasive edge of the can mouth , easy spilling with the
current mouth design , and hygiene when the lid was covered with
dust .
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Non - returnable Stubby Bottle
Most respondents in the focus groups had little
experiencewith stubby bottle . This might be duu to the
limited availability of the pack . However , consumers tended to
comment on the bottle negatively . The major problem was seen
to be the inconveniencefactor though it was supposed to be a
single - trip bottle . A discussionon non - returnable glass bottle
in the previous section has already explained this point .
" It is not easy to carry it around . . . not for picnic
or outdoor activities . . . It is breakable. You cannot
just throw it away . "
From Group 3
It is even not appropriatefor on - the - spot consumption.
If you want to drink somethingat a retail store , you
will have better choice - the returnablebottle . . .
You cannot have your money refunded for non - returnable. '
From Group 2
In addition to this major criticism , the bottle was also
considered dull - looking and poorly designed . Nevertheless, the
rip - off cap was well received and was seen to be quite convenient.
" The bottle shape is lousy . Looks like a medicine
bottle . Either for vitamins or cough syrup . "
- From Group 2
" It looks so dull . I feel happy and cheerful when taking
soft drink . This bottle does not make me feel that way . "
From Group 2
Consumer Perception of Plasti - Shield Bottle
Initial . Consumer Reactions
Respondents ' initial reactions towards Plasti - Shield bottle
mainly focused on bottle appearance , shape and design . Without
probing , little was mentionedin the focus groups on the
functional qualities of the bottle .
Attitudes towards Plasti - Shield bottle tended to polarize .
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The majority was quite . conservative and held negative attitudes
towards Plasti - Shield bottle . The remainder, notably young , en ,
tended to vote firmly in favor of Plasti - Shield bottle . Among
those who were against Plasti - Shield bottle , the bottle was
considereddull , fat and clumsy . It was seen as an inappropriate
design for soft drinks and was described as " nurser for infants
or as a medicinecontainer. "
" It looks like a bottle of insecticide. . . Does not
make me feel it is Coca Cola at all . "
- From Group 2
" It does not look right . . . ( With it , ) I wouldnot
feel like taking soft drink at all . . . Like medicine.
The bottle neck is short and the mouth so small .
Look like a nurser for babies . "
- From Group 3
Coca Cola in this bottle looks soya sauce to me .
From Group 3
On the other side of the dichotomy, the positive voters vi
Plasti - Shield bottle consideredthe bottle cute and funny , yet
quite attractive to men . It resembled a beer bottle , provided
a good grip and had a western image . Some respondentseven
spontaneouslycompared it with stubby bottle and were con -
vinced that Plasti - Shield bottle was superior .
This is quite good , like a . ( drinking) glass . Good
to hold .
From Group 3
" I liked watching western cowboy movies when I was
small . I remember the cowboys drank beer from bottle
like this one . "
From Group 3
Consumer Reactions towards Essen Lial Package Features
To recapitulate , the Plasti - Shield bottle concept consists
of the following essential elements :
I - Non - returnableglasswere
342 . Standardizedbottle .
3 . Polystyrene label for bottle protection and brand
identification
4 . Re - closablespin - off top
5 . Light - weight glass
6 . Various sizes and
7 . Six - pack carriers.
Respondents ' perception of the above package features are
discussed in details in the following sub - sections except
various sizes since only one size ( 10 oz . ) was available
at the time of the study . .
Non - returnable Glassware
As a glassware , Plasti - Shield bottle was confrontedwith
the same criticisms as all other non - returnable glass contain -
ers . This has been fully discussed in the foregoing section
on Returnablevs Non - returnable Glass Bottles . For Plasti -
Shield bottle , both its light - weight glass and foam label
contributed to improving the convenience rating of the bottle .
These improvementsmight help a bit but not sufficient to change
the inconvenienceimage that consumers perceived of a glassware .
Can was still preferred to Plasti - Shield bottle .
Standardized Bottle
Respondents with negative initial reactions towards
Plasti - Shield bottle tended to hold negative views on the idea
of a standardizedbottle shape for all brands . This might be
partly due to the unfavorablefirst impression of the bottle .
Nevertheless, respondents also felt limited choice for ) roduct
selection .
For supporters of Plasti - Shield bottle , standardization
of bottle shape seemed to be a product plus . It gave a neat
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and tidy look in retail outlets , whereas at home , it made
storage and stacking easier .
Polystyrene Label
The protection quality of the polystyrene label was
highly visible . Respondents were able to identify this quality
of the label in the followingways :
1 . The shrink - wrap label protected the bottle from
scratches and rugged surface , and cushioned the
bottle from shocks , hence reduced breakage .
2 . It protected tables from scratches caused by sharp
edges from rugged finishing of the bottle . In this
sense , it worked like a coaster .
3 . Consumers' hands were protected as well from extreme
temperature when the soft drink was taken straight
from refrigerators .
4 . The label would prevent hands from wetting when the
bottle was wet . .
However , some respondentsfelt Plasti - Shield bottle would
not cool fast with the foam label . This was partly because they
did not have direct contact with the bottle and could not feel
the coolness through the foam label . Respondentsalso thought
the label was an extra coat on the drink and hence took longer
to cool .
Respondents' liking for the label was quite varied . Some
regarded the label stylish and cute . Some thought it was not
only a novelty , but also looked like a d = rinking glass with
extended neck . This was part of the reason why Plasti - Shield
bottle was consideredsuitable - for in - home consumption, when
one was watching television or listening to music .
There was an equal number of respondentswho rejected the
label. They considered the foam label unattractive and odd.
They preferred having brand names printed on the glass bottle.
Re-closable Spin-off Top
The spin-off top was quite well received. , It was
perceived to be modern and convenient to open. It compared
favorably to the conventional crown-cork closure which
required an opener. Re-closure was possible so that drinks
and the carbonation could be preserved after opening.
However, there was concern over the tightness of
the cap. Women particularly worried if they could open
the bottle themselves. A respondent also cited his
experience with Pabst beer on which the cap was too tight
to twist off.
Light-weight Glass
Hardly any consumer noticed the light-weight feature
of Plast.i-Shield bottle. Even with prompting, respondents
did not perceive the weight difference between 1lasti-Shield
and other glass bottles. They did not restrict the
comparison to glass containers only. Competition came from
all other forms of packages and glass was seen in no way
lighter than paper or aluminium.
Carrier
Carriers for six bottles were shown to the focus groups.
Initial reaction was good. The carrier was considered
attractive, neat, presentable and compact. It had a good-
quality image, a convenient look, but expensive. Respondents
doubted, however, if the bottles could be easily released from
the tight carrier.
After having a chance to use the carrier and to remove the
bottles from it, respondent's attitude changed. The bottles were
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considered too heavy to carry in a six-pack carrier. There
were queries on the toughness of the carrier to hold the
heavy weight. Moreover, the grip was considered poorly
finished with rugged edges.
Potential Consumer Benefits
Plasti-Shield bottle is quite unlike aluminium cans and
tetra briks which represent significant product break-throughs
and offer distinct consumer advantages over conventional
package types. Plasti-Shield bottle is a new package concept
using "the same old glass bottle". The perceived consumer
benefits of Plasti-Shield bottle over other packages is quite
subtle.
From the respondent reactions towards Plasti-Shield bottle,
some functional benefits were identified, namely the re-
closable cap, the good grip and the protective label. Other
product benefits, namely the "non-returnable convenience" and
the "young image", were.-only subtly perceived by limited
number of consumers.
In terms of convenience, Plast.i-Shield bottle was
perceived as difficult to compete with tetra briks and
aluminium cans for outdoor consumption. However, it may have a
marginal edge over conventional bottles for the following
reasons:
1. Plasti-Shield bottle is perceived convenient to store.
Bottles are standardized for better stacking and do
not occupy much space. Size is right for average-
sized refrigerators.
2. Plasti-Shield bottle can be conveniently ie-closed
to preserve drinks and carbonation between
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consumptions.
3 . It is a non - returnablebottle with protective
polystyrene foam label which is a significant
product- plus .
On the image factor , Plasti - Shield bottle seemed more
appealing to young men . The bottle is often associated with
豪 气 ） 。beer bottles and masculinity( which in Chinese is
Usage Occasions
Respondentsperceived Plasti - Shield bottle to be particular -
ly suitable for indoor consumption. Strong competition was .
expected from litre - bottles .
Plasti - Shield Bottle vs other Package Types
An informal ranking of all the package type including
Plasti - Shield bottle was taken in the focus groups . Cans and
tetra briks always ranked better than other packages for
outdoor occasions while one - litre bottle rated best for indoor
consumption. It was difficult to conclude Plasti - Shield
bottle ' s relative position to other packages . However , it was
surely perceived as being better than conventional and stubby
bottles in the groups .
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS FROM PRODUCT TASTE TEST
This chapter reports on the findings of the product tastE
test conducted on 106 soft drink consumers . The study consist
of fifteen - four open taste tests and fifteen - one blind taste
tests . Experimentaldetails of these tests can be found in
ChapterII .
A computer program written in FORTRAN IV was used to
analyse the test results . The program listing is shown in
Figure 12 of Appendix I . The raw data coded in computer input
format are shown in Figure 11 of AppendixI .
Paired comparisonswere made for both the open and blind
taste test results . Separate paired comparisons were also
made for the demographicsubgroups, namely sex and age , so as
to get an insight of how sex and age would affect th : 2 consum-
er ' s perceptionon soft drinks . Results of the t statistics
for all these paired comparisonsare shown in Table 14 of
Appendix I . The mean ratings for various attributes for the
total sample as well as the _ demographicsubgroups under the
open and blind taste tests can be found in Figures 1 to 10 in
Appendix I . Other tabulations for the qualitative ratings
and comments regarding the test packages are also presented
in Tables 14 to 19 of the same appendix.
Coke Origin Effect
As seen from the blind taste test results in Table 14 of
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Appendix I, no significant difference between local Coke and
Australian Coke was identified.
However, the qualitative data obtained in the blind
taste test did indicate a tendency for respondents preferring
local Coke to Australian Coke. Table 8 shows respondents'
comments on the test packages in the blind taste test
situation. Of the total responses made regarding local Coke,
52 percent was in favor, as against 45 percent in favor of
Australian Coke. The local Coke was considered as having a
better taste and the right level of sweetness.
TABLE 8
RESPONDENTS' COMMENTS ON-TEST PRODUCTS












Share of total comments
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Similar results were obtained from the overall product
rating in the blind taste test as shown in Table 15 of
Appendix I . Local Coke was preferred by 59 percent of the
respondents . However , these qualitative findings were not
confirmed by the statistical test results .
Package Effect
As mentionedin Chapter II , it was assumed that the
package effect and the ' Coke origin effect were independentof
each other . Since the blind taste test concluded that there
was no significant Coke origin effect . diference in
product attribute ratings of the two test products in the open
taste test would be solely due to package effect .
Table 9 shows the t statistics and the mean difference in
product ratings between aluminium - can Coke and . Plasti - Shield
Coke on those attributes where significant differences were
identified . Positive t value and d value indicated that local
aluminium - can Coke was preferred to Australian Plasti - Shield
Coke.
Significant difference between the aluminium can and Plasti -
Shield bottle were identified on the following attributes :
convenience , occasion and closure . Aluminium can was perceived
to be more convenient , more suitable for outdoor occasions and
having better . seal than Plasti - Shield bottle ,
On a seven - point scale , the mean rating for can in terms
of conveniencewas 6 . 24 . This was considerablyhigher than that
of 4 . 13 for Plasti - Shield bottle . On the occasionand closure
attributes, the mean ratings for can were 5 . 00 and 5 . 60
respectivelyas compared- with 4 . 40 and 5 . 05 respectivelyfor
Plasti - Shield bottle .
TABLE 9
t STATISTICS AND MEAN RATING DIFFERENCE
OF LOCAL CAN AND AUSTRALIAN
PLASTI-SHIELD COKE
Sex Age
Attribute Total Male F emale 15 - 24 25 - 34



























































Significant at 90 percent confidence level
Significant at 95 percent confidence level
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However , in terms of overall product liking no significant
difference was observed between can and Plasti - Shield bottle .
This might indicate that both packages were acceptable . to res -
pondents though the consumption occasions and usage patterns of
can were different from that of Plasti - Shield bottle .
Analysis on the ratings of attributes by demographicsub -
groups revealed some interestingpatterns as s . : iwn in Table 9 .
Only on the dimension of conveniencewas there unanimous pre -
ference over aluminium can amongst the subgroups . There were
significant differences on the ratings of occasion , attractive -
ness of package , and modernity for the older age group while no
significant - differences were observed for the younger group .
The older group perceived aluminium can as more suitable for
outdoor occasions , more attractive and modern . in the other
hand , the younger group showed significant difference in ratings
on the dimension of closure . This group perceived aluminium
can as having a better closure . Such difference was not
observed in the older group .
There were also significant differences in the ratings on
occasion , closure and modernity for the female respondents. They
perceived aluminium can as being more suitable for outdoor
occasions, having a better cap and more modern than Plasti -
Shield bottle . No correspondingdifferences were revealed fog
the male counterpart.
Consumer Attitudes Towards Plast i - Shield Bottle and Aluminium Can
Qualitative responses regarding the test products were
collected in both the open and blind taste test . These are shown
in Tables 1 . 5 to 20 of AppendixI . For ease of reference, the
essential qualitative findings are summarized in the following




ALUMINIUM CAN AND PLAST I-
SHIELD BOTTLE




Positive comments 87 73
Negative comments 22 78
Note: Respondents were allowed to give both positive and
negative comments about the package at the same time
TABLE 11













LIKES AND DISLIKES FOR PLASTI - SHIELD BOTTLE
Percentage Percentage
Things Like of All Things Dislike of All
Respondents Respondents
Good closure / 38 Easy to break / Unsafe 40
Nice cap
Inconvenient 24
Good design 2 r Clumsy bottle / 20
Shape design
Heavy to carry 13
From the foregoing tables , it was revealed that respondents
held better attitudes towards aluminium can . This is likely
due to that aluminiumcan has been on the market for some time
and has already established a strong position .
As shown in Table 11 , aluminiumcan was mainly liked for
convenience, easy to open and light - weight . The outstanding
design and the metallic color finish also contributeda lo , to
the respondent preference of the package .
Table 12 shows that Plasti - Shield bottle attracted
respondentslargely due to its r . e - closable cap and the cute
bottle design . Being a glass bottle , Plasti - Shield was mostly
criticized for its ease of breakage and inconvenience.
Moreover , some respondents found the bottle design unappealing .
CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION ON RESEARCH FINDINGS
Limitations of the Research Design
There were several limitations of the research design which
affected the interpretations of the findings, namely tne sampling
method, the definition of target respondents, and incompatible
package comparison.
Sampling Method
Due to time and cost constraints, the product taste test
adopted a quota sampling method'in recruiting respondents. The
mobile hall was parked at two central locations, Nam Shan
Estate
而山对：
and the Tsuen Wan Town Hall. Respondents
recruited in these two locations were mainly from the middle
class. Therefore, the research findings based on their
opinions and attitudes might not be reflective of other class
groups.
Definition of Target Respondents
As spelled out earlier in Chapter I, the section on
Scope of Study, this study was only limited to existing soft
drink consumers aged fifteen to thirty-four. By using this
definition to select target respondents, the study did not
throw lights on the attitudes of soft drink purchasers, such
as housewives, who might not be soft drink consumers at all.
If the packaging impact effectively influenced the purchase
behavior at the point of sales, the opinions of the
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purchasers would be extremely essential .
In this sample of soft drink consumers, it is estimated that
a portion of them are purchasersas well . However , this - should
be further established. Moreover , in the long run - , consumers
should have some say over the package choice .
Incompatible Package Comparison
In both the exploratorystudy and the product taste test ,
Plasti - Shield bottle was often compared to existing package types .
Since Plasti - - shield bottle was a new package , there was no adver -
tising or supporting marketing effort to back it up . Moreover ,
respondents were not given sufficient time and opportunity to
use the product in their usual consumptionenvironment. There -
fore , respondents' evaluation of Plasti , . Shield bottle were mainly
based on perception and product appearance. There was no exper -
ience for them to draw from .
On the other hand , aluminiumcan had been on the market for
some years and had already established a market position and a
product image . It was therefore expected that respondents might
rate the existing packages better than other new package . This
point should be borne in mind in interpretingthe results .
Plasti - Shield Bottle and Correlates of Iniiuvativeness
Accordingto some researchfindingsS from the U . S . A . . ,
several product and consumer characteristics correlate signifi -
cantly with the consumer adoption process of a new product . An
evaluation of Plasti - Shield bottle is given below in terms of
5 A summary of the research literature is available in
Innovative Behavior and Communication. ( New York : Holt ,
Reinehartand Winston, 1971 ) by T . S . Robertson.
48these product and consumer characteristics.
Products Characteristics
Research findings from the U.S.A. reveal that the
following product characteristics correlate positively with
innovativeness and help speeding up the adoption process:
1. Perceived fulfilment of felt needs.
2. Perceived relative advantage of the new product over
the existing substitutes.
3. Communicability or observability of an innovation.
4. Product compatibility with the values and experience
of the adopter.
Major variables reported to be negatively correlated to
innovativeness are:
1. Perceived risk or uncertainty discerned by consumers
in buying a new product.
2. Complexity of the new product to be comprehended by
the consumers.
Perceived Fulfilment of Needs
As inferred from the research findings, the m,_jor consumer
requirements from a soft drink package can be summarized below:
1. Convenience in using the product;
2. Good protection of the drink;
3. Good product presentation; and
4. Biiand identification.
Plasti-Shield bottle did not seem capable of fulfilling all
the above requirements. According to the exploratory study, the
bottle was considered inconvenient though it was perceived favor-
ably in terms of product protection. Responses towards product
presentation were mixed. Findings from the product taste test
largely confirmed the above points: it was less convenient, with
a less-liked closure design when compared to aluminium car
Perceived Relative Advantage of Plasti-Shield Bottle over
Subst. it.ut.pc:
From the focus groups, the Plasti-Shield bottle was
perceived as edging over conventional glass bottles and stubby
bottles. However, it did not offer any major advantages over
aluminium can. This was confirmed by the product taste test
results that Plasti-Shield bottle was always rated lower than
can, its strongest competitor, on all attributes.
However, as indicated earlier, a caution should be note
in interpreting the results since Plasti-Shield bottle was a
new package and respondents did not have chance to use it in
the usual consumption occasions whereas aluminium can had
established itself on the market for a few years.
CommunicabilLty and Complexity of the Plasti-Shield Bottle
Concept
The communicability of the Plasti-Shield bottle concept
was not quantified in this research study. However, in the
focus groups, respondents did not find much difficulties in
grasping the product concept with brief explanation from the
group moderator. Moreover, the bottle itself was self-
explanatory and highly visible.
Product Compatibility with the Values and Experience of the
Adopter
This area was not separately tested in the study. There
were some indications in the groups that Plasti-Shield bottle
may not be compatible with consumers' value system. To most
focus group members, the Plasti-Shield bottle concept was a
modification of non-returnable glass bottle, and could be
associated with the unpopular stubby bottle on the market.
Therefore, if Plasti-Shield bottle were somehow decided to be
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launched into the market , it would be essential to position the
package away from stubby bottle .
Perceived Risk in Buying Plasti - Shield Bottled Soft Drink
Focus group respondents did not exhibit much hestitation
when they were asked about their likelihood to cy the Plasti -
Shield package . For soft drink packages , perceived risk in
purchase was expected to be low .
Consumer Characteristics
Some consumer demographic characteristics are often
associated with innovativeness, namely sex , age , education ,
income level and socio - economic class . There are also some
attitudinal variables which correlate with innovativeness , such
as attitude towards change , mental flexibility and knowledge -
ability . Recently , a local study 6 confirmed some of these
beliefs , as shown in Table 13 , which indicates that young
people are more ready to try new products .
The above fact is favorable for Plasti - Shield bottle
since soft drink is a predominatelyyoung - people ' s product .
Over 60 percent of the consumersare below thirty - five of age
Moreover , from both the exploratory study and the product
taste test , there were slight indications that We young men were
more receptive to the package . However , further research is
If this point is confirmed,
needed to verify this hypothesis.
the marketer should concentrate the marketing efforts to the
young and the male groups of consumersin order to diffuse
the product to other consumer groups .
6 SRH Soft Drink Index , September1981
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TABLE1 3
PROFILE OF ATTITUDINAL INNOVATORS a
Soft Drink Attitudinal
Consumers Innovators
Sex : Male 52 % 54 %
Female 48 % 46 %
Age: 9 - 14 12 % 22 %
15 - 24 29 % 39 %
25 - 34 20 % 21 %
35 or above 39 % 18 %
Source : SRH Soft Drink Index , September1981
a Attitlidinal innovators are defined as those who claimed
themselves like trying new products and ideas . Among all the
respondentsaged 9 years or older , 40 percent identified
themselvesas ready and like trying new products .
The Concepts of Non - returnable Glass Bottle
and Plasti - Shield Bottle
The concept of non - returnable glass bottle was thoroughly
discussed in Chapter III . In a nutshell , respondentsdid not
find the concept appealing to them mainly because of the
following factors :
1 . Existing non - returnableglass bottles fiver were seen to be
inconvenient .
2 . They offered no major benefits to consumersas compared
to other package types .
3 . Non - returnable glass bottles were percciveu as being
over - priced , transferring the additional bottle cost
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to consumers.
The Plasti - Shield bottle concept , as compared to ordinary
non - returnable glass bottles , was an improved product in the
sense that :
1 . It had a strengtheningpolystyrenefoam label to
protect the bottle from breakage and scratches .
2 . It was of lighter - weight.
3 . It availed itself to multi - packing with plastic
carriers for easier handling .
4 . The bottle design made it easier to store in
refrigerator .
Research findings showed that the protective label and the
easier storage were well - noticed by respondentsbut the light -
weight of Plasti - Shield bottle was not . Easier carrying was
still controversial . In balancing these product advantages
with the criticism of its being a non - returnableglass bottle ,
the overall reaction was still negative . However , most
respondents confirmed that Plasti - Shield bottle . was marginally
better than conventional bottle and had much improvements





The lollowing conclusions were drawn llom this study:
1. Foreshadowed with the perception of non-returnabl.
glass bottle, respondents' reactions towards Plasti-
Shield bottle was negative.
2. Non-returnable glass bottle was considered to be
inconvenient, over-priced with the bottle cost added,
and offered no major product benefits to consumers.
3. Plasti-Shield bottle was perceived an improved concept
of non-returnable bottle. Conceptually, it edged
marginally over conventional bottle and by a far lead
over non-returnable stubby bottle.
4. Evaluating Plas t i-Shield bottle by the product
correlates of innovativeness, the bottle did not seem
capable of fulfilling satisfactorily all the consumer
expectations from a soft drink package. It offere
little relative advantages over existing alternative
packages though its product protection and
presentation qualities were considered acceptable.
5. Comparing the use of Plasti-Shield bottle and
aluminium can for Coca Cola, significant package
effects were found in the following dimensions.
a) Convenience,
b) Consumption occasions, and
c) Closure
However, no significant package effect was detected in
respondents' ratings on overall product liking.
o. The PI asti-Shield package was seen to be less
convenient, more for in-home occasions and with a
7
poorer cap.
7. The female and the older group of respondents per¬
ceived Plasti-Shield bottle to be significantly
inferior when compared with aluminium can in terms of
modernity. The older group also viewed the bottle to
be less attractive than aluminium can.
Recommendations
Since this consumer research is only a part of the whole
product pre-launch evaluation program, recommendations as to
whether or not to launch the bottle should be made after
collecting all the findings from the whole series of studies.
Judging from the research findings of this study, it is
not recommended to launch the Plast i-Shield p£ rcage due to
the following rationale:
1. Plasti-Shield bottle aimed to compete with aluminium
can and obviously lost to its target competitor by
far in terms of convenience and closure appeal if
aluminium can is still the target competition to
the importer, it is advisable to examine other new
package concepts which could promise better consumer
acceptance.
7
The test products use crown top closure, vhich was
complained hurting the hands. However, consumers liked the
re-closable feature.
2 Young innovative soft drink consumers, as in theJ
research, did not react too flavorably to Plasti-
ShieId bottle. Hence, if Plasti-Shield bottle was
launched, it might lack a supporting group of
innovators to diffuse the package to the mass market.
3. Various existing packages seem able to satisfy
consumers in meeting their various needs and wants.
Plasti-Shield bottle does not have any breakthrough in
satisfying additional consumer wants.
In case other new package types are not a. essible to the
importer to retire its existing product range, the launch of
Plasti-Shield bottle might be justified with further product
improvements„ Hence, the following points should be noted
in marketing the package:
1 . To communicate to consumers the major package
benefits offered and highlight appropriate usage
occasions.
2 . To establish a scheme to dispose of non-returnable
Plasti-Shield bottles and communicate this to
consumers.
3. To reduce the inconveience connotations of glasswares
when appropriate. For example, to advertise the
strengthening label of the bottle which reduces
breakage or to present Plasti-Shield bottle as a
different type of safety glassware.
To help on a smooth launch and sales forecasting, a test
marketing is advised in a Satellite City or in Macau iur
further evaluation of product acceptance and to identify
appropriate marketing strategies.
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A system to monitor the product adoption progress , such
as by using a penetrationmodel , is recommendedafter the
product launch .
The model should be reviewed periodically together with
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FINDINGS OF PRODUCT TASTE TEST
The following tabulations of the product tcA.ste test







Table 14 - t Statistics;
Table 15 - Overall Product Preference;
Table lo - Mean Ratings for Open Taste Test;
Table 17 - Mean Ratings for Blind Taste Test;
Table 18 - Initial Reactions to the Products;
Table 19 - Things Respondents Liked about Aluminium
Cans ;
7 . Table 20 - Things Respondents Disliked about Alumin¬
ium Cans ;
8. Table 21 - Things Respondents Liked about Plasti-
Shield Bottles; and
9. Table 22 - Things Respondents Disliked about Plasti-
Shield Bottles.
The following illustrations for the product taste test
are included in this appendix:
1. Figure 1 - Mean Ratings for Open Taste Test (Total
Population);
2. Figure 2 - Mean Ratings for Blind Taste Test (Total
Population);
3. Figure 3 - Mean Ratings for Open Taste Test from Male
Respondents;
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4. Figure 4 - Mean Ratings for Blind Taste Test from
Male Respondents
5. Figure 5 - Mean Ratings c ur Open Taste Test from
Female Respondents
6. Figure 6 - Mean Ratings for Blind Taste Test from
Female Respondents
7. Figure 7 - Mean Ratings for Open Taste Test from
Age Group 15 -24
8. Figure 8 - Mean Ratings for Blind Taste Test from
Age Group 15-24
Figure 9 - Mean Ratings for Open Taste Test from9.
Adults Aged 25-34
10. Figure 10 - Mean Ratings for Blind Taste Test from
Adults Aged 25-34
Figure 11 - Computer Input Data and11.
Figure 12 - Data Analysis Computer Program Listing.12.
TABLE 14
t STATISTICS





















































































































TABLE 14 - Continued












































































































































TABLE 14 - Continued
















































Legend: degree of freedom
where number of observations
ratina of can
rating of Plasti-Shield bottle
mean of d
sample standard deviation of d
not applicable
Panel A, open taste test situation
Panel B, blind taste test situation
significant at 90% confidence level






(A) Open taste test situation
Can (boc;
Plasti-Shield (BNC







Note: Number of respondents in open taste
test = 55
Number of respondents in blind taste
test = 51
TABLE 16
MEAN RATINGS FOR OPEN TASTE TEST







































































































































TABLE 16 - Continued











































































MEAN RATINGS FOR BLIND TASTE TEST





















































































































MEAN RATINGS FOR OPEN TASTE TEST ( TOTAL POPULATION)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
overall ,Overall ,
I like itI do not like





















Bad seal / Closure
Closure
ModernOld fashion
1 2 . 3 4 5 6 7
Legend:
Aluminium can
Plasti - Shield bottle
FIGURE 2
MEAN RATINGS FOR BLIND TASTE TEST (TOTAL POPULATION)
Overall,

































MEAN RATINGS FOR OPEN TASTE TEST FROM MALE RESPONDENTS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Overal1,
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Overall,

























MEAN RATINGS FOR BLIND TASTE TEST FROM MALE RESPONDENTS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Overall ,


































MEAN RATINGS FOR OPEN TASTE TEST FROM FEMALE RESPONDENTS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Overall,
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Overall,

























mean ratings for blind taste test from female respondents
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Overall ,


































MEAN RATINGS FOR OPEN TASTE TEST FROM AGE
GROUP 15-24
1 9 7 A S Z
Overall,
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Overall,























MEAN RATINGS FOR BLIND TASTE TESI
FROM AGE GROUP 15-24
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Overall,



































MEAN RATINGS FOR OPEN TASTE TEST
FROM ADULTSAGED 25 - 34
1 2 3 4 S 6 7
overall ,Overall ,
I like itI do not likE






















Bad seal / Closure
Closure
ModernOld fashior .
1 2 3 . 4 S 6 7
Legend:
Aluminium- can
Plasti - Shield bottle
FIGURE 10
MEAN RATINGS FOR BLIND TASTE TES1
FROM ADULTS AGED 25 - 34
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Overall ,


































INITIAL REACTIONS TO THE PRODUCT










































































Share of total mentions
Note: Number of respondents in open taste test = 55
Number of respondents in blind taste test = 51
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TABLE 19






2212Good color / Eye - catching
169Light weight








total number of respondents= 55
TABLE 20
THINGS RESPONDENTS DISLIKED ABOUT ALUMINIUM CANS
Number of
R esoondents Percentaae
Troublesome to dispose of the
lid after opening
















Total number of respondents = 55
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THINGS RESPONDENTSLIKED ABOUT PLASTI - PSHIELD BOTTLES
Number of
PercentageRespondents







53Easy to store / Save space
43Good grip / Easy to hold
42Less easy to break
42Bottle re - usable









THINGS RESPONDENTSDISLIKI D ABOUT PLASTI - SHIELD BOTTLES
Number of
PercentageRespondents
4022Easy to break / Unsafe /
Do not like glass bottle
2413Inconvenient / Difficult to carry
2011Bad bottle design / Looks too
fat and clumsy
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FIGURE 11 - Continued
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PHOTOGRAPHS OF SAMPLE PRODUCTS
The following photographs of the sample products are
shown in this appendix:-
1. Figure 13- Photograph of Plasti-Shield Bottles for
Various Drinks
2. Figure 14- Photograph of Six Plasti-Shield Packs in
a Carrier
3. Figure 15- Photograph of Four Plasti-Shield Packs in
a Carrier
4. Figure 16- Photograph of Products for Product Taste
Test- Plasti Shield Bottle vs Can
5. Figure 17- Photograph of Conventional ieturnable
Bottle
6. Figure 18- Photograph of Non-returnable Stubby
Bottle
7. Figure 19- Photograph of One-litre R,=-- trnable
Bottle
8. Figure 20 - Photograph of Tetra Briks.
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FIGURE 13
PHOTOGRAPHOF PLAST I - SHIELD BOTTLES FOR VARIOUS DRINKS
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FIGLRE 14
PHOTOGRAPH OF SIX PLASTI-SHIELD PACKS
IN A CARRIER
FIGURE 15




PHOTOGRAPH OF PRODUCTS FOR PRODUCT
TASTE TEST - PLASTI -SHIELD BOTTLE VS CAN
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FIGURE 17
PHOTOGRAPH OF CONVENTIONAL RETURNABLE BOTTLE
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FIGURE 18
PHOTOGRAPHOF NON - RETURNABLESTUBBY BOTTLE
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FIGURE 19









DISCUSSION GUIDE FOR GROUP INTERVIEW
Introduction and Warm-upI.
Perception of Soft DrinksII.
Show Various Brands of Soft Drinks
(Vitasoy, Coke 7-Up, Schweppes, Sprite, Vita, Greenspot,
Pepsi) etc.)
To obtain respondents feelings towards brands.
Key probes:
1. What do you think of these brands?
(ask for each one)
2. What would you say about them?
3. What occasion would you say suitable for
drinking...?
4. How do you group these brands?
By what criteria?
Why?
III, Perception of Packages
Show Soft Drinks in Various Forms of Packaging
Observe if respondents group soft drinks into
various groups by packaging, ask for their rationale.
How many types of packages can you find here?
How do you find each of these packages?
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What do you think about them? (ask for each package
group)
Which type of package do you prefer? Why?
Why not others?
Explore what do the consumers want from a soft drink
package?




2. Tetra briks/paper packs;
3. Cans; and
4. Glass bottles.
How do you compare these packages against each other?
IV. Glass Bottles
Show Various Types of Glass Bottles
(Non-returnable stubby bottles, one-litre bottles,
colored vs clear bottles, conventional returnable glass
bottles, etc.)
What are the differences between these bottles?
How do you group these bottles?
By what criteria? Why?
obtain reactions, comments and feelings on the
following issues:
1. Customerized bottles vs standardized bottles
(such as stubby bottle, standardized shape and
color for various flavors.)
2. Returnable vs non-returnable (also cash deposits
on the bottle).
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3 . Size of bottles( e . g . one - litre bottle vs
eight - ounce bottle ) .
4 . Color of bottles .
5 . Shape of bottles .
Explore what are the major consumer concerns regarding
a glass bottle as package for soft drinks ?
1 . Convenience
2 . Hygiene
3 . Price / Economy
4 . Product safety and
5 . Habits / Product inertia .
V . Plasti - Shield Bottle
Elaborate more on stubby bottle and obtain
respondents ' reactions towards the concept of stubby
bottle .
Show Plasti - Shield Bottles
Obtain initial respondent reactions towards the
Plasti - Shield bottle .
Explain the product concept of Plasti - Shield bottle
to respondents.
Discuss on the Plasti - Shield bottle and obtain the
following :
1 . Overall reactions towards the Plast i - Shield
bottle .
a ) Product concept
b ) Returnablevs non - returnable
c ) Appearanceof bottle ( color / shape / size )
d ) Label
e ) Spin - off cap and
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f ) Carrier.
2 . Plasti - Shield bottle vs non - returnablestubby
bottle .
3 . Plasti . - Shield bottle vs existing bottles .
4 . Overall reactions towards Plasti - Shield bottle
against other form of packages .
VI . Inip act
If a soft drink bottler adopts Plasti - Shield bottles
in their future production and there is no change in
the product itself , would you be more likely or less
likely to buy the Plasti - Shield bottled soft drink ?
Obtain reasons .
APPENDIX IV







Age: 15 - 24
25 - 34
INTERVIEWER EXPLAIN TO RESPONDENT:
We would like you to try two cola soft drinks today. After
trying the first one, you will be asked about the one you
have just tried. Then, please drink some water before you
go on and try the other one. After trying, you will then






















I will myself hand you the soft drink for your trying. Please
don't try any other soft drinks during the test other than
the ones I handed you. The order of trying is also very
important. After trying the latter one, please don't go
back and taste the first one even if you are asked to give
your preference. It is your impressions of the soft drinks
we are interested in. Moreover, there are no rignt or wrong





























































te V i A1. -vl :A E u? I ?' -y. - j ' rj ' V] u v v i ' -
1. Now you have just tried this cola soft drink.' What is your
overall opinion of it? What else?
(03-04)
2. I would like you to rate this soft drink by a number of attributes.
I will show you the attribute cards one by one and please rate
the soft drink on that attribute using the 7 point scale as
shown on the card.
H '1 -j A ,p 4 A'ifA - vo „• v, rj -
4 vt V Tfj Aj i-r , vi-) ?t if ,% 7 y
(INTERVIEWER SHOW CARD, READ OUT ATTRIBUTE SHOW RATING SCALE,
WHEN NECESSARY, EXPLAIN THE RATING SCALE)
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3a. I would like to talk a bit more on the package itself.
What do you particularly like about this package? What else?
(18-19'
1 乂、」、今 ？管肩《”V V
b. What do you particularly dislike about this package? What else?
(20-21)
AFTER TRYING BOTH PRODUCTS
la. Now you have tried both products. What cola soft drink do























b. Why do you like that one better?











































How .often do you drink soft drinks in summer?
About ...
once a week or more often
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